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Smart Location
Strategy ™
Catalina Consulting is specialist in
Strategic Business Development.
We help leaders of fast-growth
companies to map future growth
requirements, to understand
& evaluate options and to
implement the most cost-efficient
solution for growth.
In our experience, leaders in successful,
fast-growth companies often wonder if
they could grow faster & more efficiently
with access to resources outside of their
existing business locations.

“

Our customers
tell us that
discussions around
these questions
take place fairly
regularly, but often
go no further than
the meeting room.”

• They may be evaluating options for a new
operation in the UK or Europe and
wonder which location would be best for
their business.
• Perhaps Brexit has raised questions
around access to EU markets & skills and
they need to understand the low-risk
options.
• The success of their business may rely on
their ability to hire and retain talented
people, and they ask themselves if there
are locations where they can do this in a
more cost-effective way.
• The growth of their back and middle
office or HR and Finance teams may be
raising questions around outsourcing,
offshoring or restructuring to a shared
services model.

• They may need to find new customers,
build a sales pipeline and close business
and wonder how they can do this in a
sustainable, cost-effective way.
Our customers tell us that discussions around
these questions take place fairly regularly, but
often go no further than the meeting room.
Few companies have redundant capacity
that allows them to create project teams for
location-specific challenges.
Even if such resources can be made available,
it is rare that the assigned location-projectleader will have the necessary experience,
expertise and contacts to deliver results in the
most time-and-cost-effective way.
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This is where Catalina
Consulting can help.
We work with executive teams for
whom access to resources in new or
alternative locations is integral to
successful future growth. We help
them to evaluate the options and to
select and implement the optimum
solution for:
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Market entry, set up and
sustainable growth;
We offer this service exclusively for the
UK & Europe market, for companies that
need help with entering and developing
markets, finding customers, winning sales
and building sustainable business.

Cost effective expansion;
Most of our customers looking at options
for expansion are operating in high-cost
locations where competition for skilled
people is high. Working to customer
specification, we can identify options for
locations that are close to existing sites,
or we can find culturally compatible
options that are offshore. We can also
help to evaluate and select suitable
outsourcers or service partners.

Consolidation of multiple business
locations into fewer, more efficient
sites;
With increasing M&A activity, fast-growth
companies find that they have teams
of people in multiple geographies. We
can help to review these sites, define
restructuring options, and support
company leaders through the evaluation
and implementation process.

Reshoring of functions or roles that
have previously been offshored;
As companies evaluate the efficiency of
global operations, many of our customers
ask us about the process and associated
cost of bringing jobs or functions back
onshore. At Catalina Consulting, we can
help company leaders to evaluate their
options, carry out detailed cost modelling
and select a solution that offers the
optimum cost/quality balance.

Disaster recovery;
A robust business continuity process
is vital, and not just for technology
companies. We help company leaders to
identify the best location for a DR centre,
or to evaluate and select a reliable
service provider.
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“

Our approach is bespoke
and personalised.”

We provide sustained support through
the set-up and growth process. We help
to identify sources of financial assistance
from local Economic Development
Agencies and we negotiate the best offer.
We help with key-hires and with the
integration of new teams into the existing
business through training and coaching.
We have more than 20 years-experience
of helping companies to grow their
business without significantly increasing
operating costs. We help our customers
to find the right location with the right
resources at the right cost, without
compromising on quality.
We work mainly with fast growth
companies because we provide the
tailored, responsive, practical and costeffective assistance that their executive
leadership teams need. We understand
the cost implication of a new operation
and the need for a cost-centre to develop
into a profit-centre.

Our approach is bespoke and
personalised. Many of our clients engage
us to fulfil specific requirements, perhaps
to help them to develop sales capacity
in the UK. Others hire us to help them to
find new business locations in the UK or
in Continental Europe where they can set
up and grow in a cost- efficient way.
We build reliable and trusted relationships
with our clients, providing long-term value
for their business. We are output-focused
and offer a core-plus-performance pricing
model for long-term assignments.
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Catalina Consulting
Experience

Everything
Everywhere

Reshoring project, more than 600 Customer Service
roles from the Philippines to the UK

Chicago Mercantile
Exchange

Expansion project, 260 Fintech roles between Chicago
and London

Heritage Fund
Services

Expansion project, 42 Fund Accounting and
Administration roles from the Channel Islands

Augentius Fund
Services

Expansion project, 150 Fund Accounting and
Administration roles from the Channel Islands and
London

Barclays

Relocation project, 12 Supply Chain roles from London

Allen & Overy

Expansion project, 317 HR, Legal and Technology roles
from London to a dedicated shared services centre

Herbert Smith
Freehills
Axiom Law

Expansion project, 138 Legal roles from London

FinTru

Expansion project, 50 Compliance and Risk roles
(growing to 300) from London

Alexander Mann

Expansion project, 320 HR, Finance and Technology
roles to a dedicated shared services centre

MITIE Security
Services

Expansion project, 37 Remote Security Monitoring roles
to a new, dedicated operations centre

Deloitte

Expansion project, 177 Data Analytics Roles

Expansion project, 100 Legal roles from London
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We specialise in Financial and Professional Services,
Fintech & Cybersecurity. We have an extensive network of
c-suite contacts in the UK, Europe & Russia.

Moola

Start-up business, set up 10 technology & customer
support roles

Swiss Business Hub

Investment project, identifying opportunities for UK
cybersecurity companies to locate in Switzerland

Enterprise Estonia

Advisory project, providing strategic investment
guidance

(Previous Assignments)
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Our Expertise
We are expert in high-growth
sectors - Financial & Professional
Services, Fintech & Cybersecurity,
with a successful track record
of helping companies to realise
ambitious growth plans.
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We are accustomed to working at
Board-level, as trusted advisors.
We are commercially focussed and
output-driven, with an aptitude
for meeting & exceeding clients’
expectations.

We are familiar with multi-stakeholder
environments and can navigate protocols
with ease. We understand the need for
executive consensus and the importance
of promoting buy-in across the
organisation.
We have an in-depth knowledge of the
challenges associated with business
growth, expansion & consolidation.
We know the risks. We appreciate the
financial investment. We make your
business our priority.
Our expertise is not limited to global
enterprises. We have a diverse client base
that includes start-up companies, mid-cap
businesses as well as public sector bodies.

For a confidential, no-obligation discussion, please contact
our Founder, Karena Vaughan.
karena.vaughan@catalina-consulting.com

Contact
Catalina Consulting,
18 King William St,
London, EC4N 7BP

w: www.catalina-consulting.com
e: karena.vaughan@catalina-consulting.com

